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Overview and Introduction
The development and revision of curriculum is a continuous, on-going process that reflects the
changing needs of the students and the community. To ensure quality, effectiveness, and efficiency,
planning at MATC is an institution-wide endeavor, based on the concepts of shared-governance and
continuous quality improvement. In the development and delivery of its educational offerings, MATC
follows the guidelines of the Wisconsin Technical College System.
Instructional managers and faculty play important roles in the process of curriculum development. In
addition to activities at the departmental level, participation in the process includes interaction with
the program's advisory committee, membership on the divisional curriculum team, and/or
membership on the district-wide Curriculum and Learning Committee. Results of these activities are
shared through minutes and other communications to the wider audience of the college community.
MATC designs and offers courses and programs that provide students access to careers and lifelong
learning. Central to this instruction is the development of technical knowledge and skills, within
which attitudes and skills related to the college's Career Essentials are integrated. The soundness of
the college's programs and courses rests on well-developed goals and standards, a commitment to
the assessment of students based on these outcomes, and continual improvement directed by the
results.
This manual presents the rationale and procedures for integrated and systematic curriculum
development and revision. It outlines the regulations, procedures, and forms that support the
processes. The roles of faculty, administrators, support staff, advisory committees, and other
stakeholders are also detailed.

Introduction
Curriculum -The processes through which teaching and learning are defined and implemented.
The educational purposes of Milwaukee Area Technical College are defined by College Policy (A0101) which
references the State of Wisconsin’s statutes and administrative code. Beyond the broad scope of a legal
definition, the educational purposes of MATC represent learning at levels of instruction ranging from basic
skills, adult high school, through higher education. Courses include those that award credit — those required
in associate degree, technical diploma, and college transfer programs, as well as noncredit offerings — those
designed to provide basic education, continuing education, and advanced technical training for business and
industry.
MATC's vision is to be a world class educational institution that empowers its students, faculty, and staff to
realize their potential. Guided by this vision, the college's mission is to provide quality occupational, academic,
and lifelong education for improving personal and employment potential. The college advances General
Education as central to its curricula. Students are provided opportunities to extend the range of their
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preparation from competence in the occupation to a broader focus that includes the knowledge and
conceptual abilities expected of college-educated adults.
As an educational institution, MATC focuses on the teaching and learning process. This process is
facilitated by curriculum development and review procedures. These procedures provide a
framework in which the college focuses on maintaining standards, upholding integrity, and clearly
communicating purposes and expectations. Curriculum planning reflects the goals of the college and
ensures consistent quality and accountability, and clearly articulates the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes expected upon completion of courses and programs. From students in the classroom, to
accrediting agencies, to employers in business and industry, and to others served by the institution,
the curriculum stands as evidence of the quality of the college.
MATC Vision
MATC is the premier comprehensive technical college that provides excellence in education to
enrich, empower and transform lives.

MATC Mission
As a public, two-year comprehensive technical college, MATC offers exceptional educational and
training opportunities and services to our diverse metropolitan area by engaging with partners to
advance the quality of life for our students and community.

This manual describes the connections between stakeholders that ensure the educational purposes
of the college are met, and provides a resource to faculty, staff, and instructional management in the
process of curriculum development. It uses as reference, the procedures defined in the MATC
Administrative Regulations and Procedures and the Wisconsin Technical College System’s Educational
Services Manual. It also uses the concepts and definitions described in the Worldwide Instructional
Design System (WIDS) model.
The term “curriculum” can encompass a variety of aspects of instruction depending on the
individual’s perspective. This manual distinguishes between two aspects of curriculum development
— content and structure — defining guidelines and procedures applicable to each.
In the context of developing content, curriculum development is referred to as the design of
teaching/learning experiences for a course, workshop, seminar, or program. When talking about the
structure of a curriculum, reference is made to the structural components of a course or academic
program of study. These include course number, title, credits, the number of hours, description, etc.
These components are used in publications, in documentation for accreditation, in obtaining internal
approval, and in meeting compliance guidelines established by the Wisconsin Technical College
System Board (WTCSB).
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In its simplest form, curriculum development follows this cycle:
• A change or emerging need is identified;
• Discussion takes place by/with faculty colleagues, program Advisory Committee, and
Associate Dean;
• A proposal is developed to change the existing curriculum or develop a new program;
(PLAN);
• The proposal is reviewed/accepted by department, school, and by program Advisory
Committee;
• If a major curriculum change or a new program is required, it is reviewed/accepted by the
district Curriculum and Learning Committee and submitted to WTCS for approval;
• Upon approval, the curriculum is implemented (TEACH);
• Student success is monitored through course-level and program-level assessment
(ASSESS);
•

Results of assessment are analyzed (ANALYZE);

•

If the structure of the program is determined to be negatively impacting student success,
a decision is made to follow the process for curriculum change to modify the program
(ADJUST), and the cycle begins again.

This process illustrates the Continuous Quality Improvement Cycle: Plan, Teach, Assess, Analyze and
Adjust (PTAAA, or PTA3) diagram, as shown below.
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Roles and Responsibilities
Curriculum planning, evaluation, and revision are ongoing responsibilities lead by the faculty, and
program advisory committees along with collaboration with administrators, and support staff of the
college. The way in which these responsibilities are carried out at the departmental, program, and
academic pathway levels is important to the quality of teaching and learning, and to meeting the
college’s mission.
As content specialists, members of the faculty maintain the currency of content and methodology
during the review process. The process of collaboration and building a consensus among program
faculty, Liberal Arts faculty, and instructional leaders promotes innovation and the improvement of
student success.
Through a process of continual evaluation and adjustment, faculty maintain the effectiveness of the
curriculum in meeting the educational goals established for the course and the curriculum as a
whole. In this process, a number of important stakeholders in the teaching and learning process are
involved. These include:
•

Students — who provide valuable feedback on the effectiveness of the instructional strategies
and instructional materials, and on how it impacts the learning process;

•

Faculty within the department — who are called upon to collaborate on ideas regarding
curriculum and assessment;

•

Faculty in other schools — who can be called upon to collaborate on improving the application
and integration of General Education within the occupational content;

•

Program Advisory Committees and employers of graduates — who validate that the program
meets workplace standards and offer suggestions for new MATC offerings;

•

Incumbent workers in the occupations — who validate that the program meets training
requirements;

•

Faculty in baccalaureate institutions to which students/graduates transfer — who can be
called upon to support further educational achievement of our graduates and encourage
transfer opportunities;

•

Colleagues at peer institutions across the country and the world — with whom curriculum
innovations and new visions of collegiate education can be shared.

•

Curriculum Director-works with Deans, Associate Deans on program vision, quality of courses
and programs. Reviews and approves assessment practices, manages Online Program,
DACUMs, Advisory Committee reports, special projects
8
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•

Curriculum Manager-tends to all new, modified, programmatic and course related curriculum
items, WIDS administration, COSMO (related to curriculum), WTCS systems, Pathway
planning

•

Curriculum Ed Assistant-supports director and manager, WIDS (support and training), COS
review, department web pages, faculty resources, and Academic Pathways updates

•

Curriculum Support Staff-supports director, manager, all curriculum processes but specifically
Advisory Committee data collection/reports, curriculum (program and course) creation and
modifications, Technical Skills Attainment (TSA), WIDS, Catalog updates
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MATC Procedures Related to Programs and Instruction
For detailed information, regulations, and procedures required by Milwaukee Area Technical College,
connect to the MATC website MATC Policies

Procedures Related to Academic Programs
CODE

TITLE - SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

REVISED

EE0131

Program Development - Associate Degree and Diploma

06/25/01

EE0132

Continuing Education Certificates

08/15/94

EE0130

Occupational/Service Advisory Committee Guidelines

08/15/94

DD1100

Liberal Arts and Sciences Requirements in the Associate in Applied Science
Degree Programs

08/14/94

DD1101

Associate in Applied Science Degree 64-Credit Limit and Occupational
Clustering

08/15/94

EE0120

Program Update

06/19/01

DD0500

Instructional Program Evaluation and Discontinuance Program

04/07/02

Procedures Related to Courses
CODE

TITLE - SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

REVISED

EE0121

Course Outcome Summary

06/25/01

EE0131-1

Alternative Delivery Approval Process

04/28/00

EE0102

Textbook and Course Material Adoptions, Ordering, and Desk Copy
Acquisitions

11/14/08

DD0800

Articulation with High Schools

04/07/00

EE0302

Textbook Reading Level Analysis

04/28/00

EE0100

Duplication of Copyrighted Materials

04/28/00

EE0101

Instructional Materials Production

04/28/00
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Procedures Related to Classroom/Course Sections
CODE

TITLE - SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

REVISED

EE0122

Course Syllabus Guidelines

08/15/94

DD0405

Independent Study and Grading Procedure

06/02/96

DD0100

Field Trips

11/22/17

CODE

TITLE - SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

REVISED

EE0106

District Computer Resource Centers (CRC)

04/13/00

EE0108

Ordering Audiovisual Classroom Support

04/28/00

EE0150

Access to Classrooms, Shops, Laboratories, Student Work Stations, and
Facilities

10/25/96

DD0701

Student Evaluation Procedure

08/15/94

DD0704

Grade Reporting - High School Contract

08/15/94

DD0705

Academic Grade Appeal Procedure

06/28/17

DD0706

Incompletes

06/14/00

DD0707

Midsemester Grades

07/07/14

DD0708

Repeats - Effect on Grade Point Average (Associate Degree)

01/06/95

DD0709

Student-Initiated Withdrawals

02/04/00

DD0710

Instructor-Initiated Student Withdrawals and Reinstatement

01/07/08

EE0154

Class Scheduling

04/28/00

DD0401

Auditing Courses

01/07/98

DD0600

Minimum Class Load of 12 for Aidable Courses

10/27/98

DD0601

Minimum Class Load of 14 for Personal Enrichment/Avocational
Courses

10/25/96

DD0400

Proration of Fees and Credits

01/06/95

DD0702

Comprehensive Examinations - Adult High School

08/15/94

DD1003

Attendance Reporting - Apprentice

04/07/00

DD1000

Attendance - High School Contract Division

08/15/94
11
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DD1001

Attendance (Except High School Contract and Apprentice Students)

01/07/08

EE0103

Textbook and Course Material Acquisitions by Students

08/15/94

Other Academic Procedures
CODE

TITLE - SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

REVISED

DD0101

Change of Program - High School Contract

08/15/94

EE0104

District Library Book Selection

04/28/00

EE104-1

General Library Policies

04/28/00

EE0105

Challenged Materials in the District Library Collection

04/28/00

CODE

TITLE - SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION

REVISED

EE0107

Release of Instructional Materials

04/28/00

EE0109

Consideration of Research Activities Conducted by Individuals Outside of
MATC

07/12/13

EE0140

Student Teacher Placement or Internship at MATC

08/15/94

EE0151

Room Assignments and Reservations

04/28/00

EE0152

Assignment of Faculty Offices

04/28/00

EE0153

Parking for Auto Shop Repairs

08/15/94

EE0201

Use of MATC Mobile Computing Resources

06/19/08

EE0202

Technology Usage Procedure

06/21/14

EE0203

Procedure for Reporting Claims of Copyright Infringement

04/13/00

EE0204

Rationale for Distribution and Compensation for MATC College of the Air
Telecourse Materials

04/28/00

EE0214

Selection and Recommendation of Telecourse and Telecourse Instructor for
College of the Air

04/28/00

EE0300

Advanced Standing Examination

06/18/01

EE0304

External Testing

01/07/98
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Program Elements-Definitions and Structure
Types of Programs
MATC offers numerous courses, programs, and training opportunities designed to meet the needs of
the Milwaukee area community. There are approximately 200 academic programs offered at various
credential levels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Associate in Arts program
Associate in Science program
Associate in Applied Arts program
Associate in Applied Science programs
Technical Diploma programs
Embedded Technical Diploma and Embedded Pathway Certificate programs
Advanced Technical Certificate programs
Adult High School Diploma program
Apprentice programs

Defining the Structure of a Program
The structure of an academic program includes the following elements:
•

Type of program- e.g., associate degree, college transfer, short-term program (less than a year in
length), one-year diploma, two-year diploma, embedded pathway certificate, advanced technical
certificate, and apprentice program;

•

Numeric code- e.g., 10-101-1, 20-800-1, 30-106-1, 31-409-1, 32-439-1, 01-805-1, 61-101-1, 50423-1;
Official program title;

•
•

Courses with detailed data (department, subject, course number, title, number of hours by
instructional method, credits);

•

Course sequence in the program (term recommended for full-time students), e.g., "Semester 1",
or "Quarter 1"; and

•

Function that the course serves in the program, e.g., "Technical", "Support", "General Education",
or "Elective". Technical courses generally teach “hands-on” skills or skills that are required for
entry-level positions in the occupation. Support courses provide supporting knowledge and skills
that enable the student to perform the hands-on skills.

Program requirements refers to the course requirements that students are expected to complete in
order to graduate from a program. With the exception of internal certificates, the structure of
associate degrees, technical diplomas, apprentice programs, advanced technical certificates, and
embedded programs are defined by the WTCS.
13
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Program Elements — Content
Occupational Analysis/DACUM (Developing A CurriculUM)
In a broader context of developing program content, curriculum development can be referred to as
the process of using products created from an analysis of the occupation to define/revise the
competencies of an occupational program.
The most common method used to conduct an occupational analysis in the technical college system
is the D.A.C.U.M. process (Developing A CurriculUM). The result of this process is a job profile, listing
the duties and tasks, the background knowledge, attitudes, and skills expected of incumbent workers
in the occupation. Using this as a framework, a list of competencies is developed that address the
technical, supportive, and General Education content needed in order to prepare entry-level workers.
Program Goals and Outcomes
These elements provide the structure and path for assessing student success, as well as for continual
improvement of the program:
•

Program goals;

•

A set of defined outcomes for each program goal, with a plan for assessing them;

•

Assessment instruments, a methodology for administering them, and defined criteria;

•

A means by which assessment results are disseminated, reviewed, and acted upon.
Further information can be found in the MATC Quality Review Process.

General Education Component

General Education is a central component of MATC programs and courses. The General
Education requirements have been established by the WTCS to provide the competencies
needed in the core areas of English, mathematics, science, sociology, psychology and
economics. These essential competencies are embedded in specific General Education
courses and in all of the programs throughout the college that are one year or more in
length. This has been done to ensure that students possess and demonstrate the skills and
knowledge to be active participants in the diverse and complex world in which they live and
work.
The philosophy of General Education at MATC is:
General Education fosters personal development, occupational competence, and community
responsibility by developing students’ knowledge and competencies in the liberal arts and sciences.
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Programs — Structure
AA (Associate in Arts) and AS (Associate in Science) Degree Programs
Per legislative statute, MATC is one of five technical colleges authorized to provide two-year college
parallel degrees. Associate in Arts or Science degree programs are designed for persons who intend
to complete the requirements of the associate degree and transfer to a four-year college or
university. Curricula of these programs consider the course requirements of the colleges or
universities where students are most likely to transfer. To meet this intent, the curriculum includes
specific courses that are required, as well as choices for students in the selection of courses within
defined disciplines. A total of 64 credits are required in the following distribution:
AA

AS

6

6

3

3

Humanities

12

6

Social Science – Students select three courses with no more than one

12

6

9

--

--

6

3

3

Program Requirements
English
ENG-201
ENG-202

English 1
English 2

Speech-201

Elements of Speech

from each of the following categories:
1) ECON-201
Principles of Microeconomics
ECON-202
Principles of Macroeconomics
2) SOCSCI-203 Introduction to Sociology
3) PSYCH-231 Introduction to Psychology
4) SOCSCI-221 American National Government and Politics
Today
SOCSCI-222 American State and Local Government

History and Social Science-At least one course from two subjects:
ECON, HIST, PSYCH, and SOCSCI

Computer Literacy
A 200-series course in computer literacy, e.g.
MATH-270
Sciences
MATH-271

Computer Applications for the Liberal Arts and
Computer Mathematics 1

Mathematics and Natural Science
MATH
200-series MATH courses, (MATH-231 Analytical Geometry
and Calculus 1 or higher level calculus course); at least one
200-series course with laboratory from each of two areas of
NATSCI: chemistry, biology, earth sciences, and physics.

Minimum of 10
total credits in
Math and Natural
Science to include:
3-4 credits at level
of Math at level of

Minimum of 20
total credits in
Math and
Natural Science
to include:
Mathematics at
15
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Intermediate
Algebra or above.*
AND
7-8 credits of
Natural Science
(includes one lab
course)

Physical Education
PHYED-210

1

the level of
College Algebra,
Statistics,
Quantitative
Reasoning or
higher
AND
Natural Science
(includes two lab
courses, one
from each of 2
different science
disciplines)
1

14

15

An Active Approach to Wellness and Fitness

Additional Electives
200-series courses are selected from these subjects: ECON,
ENG, FLANG, HIST, MATH, MUSIC, NATSCI, PHYED, PSYCH,
SOCSCI, or SPEECH *At least one year (eight credits) of foreign
language (FLANG) is strongly recommended in partial
fulfillment of this elective requirement.
Note: A maximum of six credits may be selected from 100series courses.

Total Credits
64
64
* Or Quantitative Reasoning or equivalent, or 4-6 credits in Math for Elementary Teachers (Education
Students only)
General Education Requirement in AA and AS Programs
General Education areas for the Associate in Arts and Associate in Science degrees include
Communication,
Social Sciences, Computer Literacy, Mathematics, Natural Science, Humanities (including Art), and
Physical Education. If students plan to transfer to a four-year institution after they complete a Liberal
Arts and Sciences associate degree, they need to inquire with the particular institution about transfer
of the courses they plan to complete for the degree. The following table indicates particular courses
or the breadth of options for selecting courses to meet the General Education requirements:

General Education Areas
Communication
Social Science
Behavioral Science
Math and/or Science

Credits
6 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
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AAS-Allowed to include additional
general education electives

6 credits

AAS (Associate in Applied Science) and AAA (Associate in Applied Arts) Degree Programs
Associate degree programs are developed to assist persons preparing for, or advancing in, an
occupation. Curricula of associate degree programs are designed to reflect statewide competency
requirements for a target job(s) which define the occupational program. Applied Associate degree
programs require a minimum of 60 semester credits. Programs with more than 70 credits in the
curriculum require written approval by the WTCS President when needed to meet licensure,
certification, and other requirements. Curricula with more than the maximum credits shall reflect
the additional credits in the technical studies.
AAS and AAA degree programs consist of courses identified in each of the function categories listed in
the table below. Associate degree programs are designed to provide students who attend full time
the opportunity to complete the courses within a two-year period. Since a "load" of 16 credits a
semester is the norm, an ideal two-year curriculum would have a total of approximately 64 credits.

Function

Description

Technical

Includes courses that are specific to, or support the
development of technical skills and knowledge.

36 to 49 credits

General Education

Courses with content that provides opportunities to
develop knowledge and skills in communication;
thinking and problem solving; personal awareness;
cultural diversity; quantification and science; and
information and technology. (See description and
details below.)

Minimum of 15
credits

Elective-AAS

Courses selected by the student, or transferred in from
previous coursework if it meets the advanced standing
policy of the college.

Total

AAA/AAS

0 to 6 credits

60 to 64 credits

General Education Requirement in AAA and AAS Programs
The completion of an AAA (Associate in Applied Arts) or an AAS. (Associate in Applied Science) degree
requires a minimum of 15 credits in General Education, depending upon the program. These courses
usually fall into five categories and can be selected from 100- or 200-level courses.
Students may take these courses prior to being admitted to a program. But as some programs require
specific courses, students are cautioned to obtain approval from the counselor. If a student has
17
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completed previous college coursework, an evaluation of their transcript will determine if any of
those courses meet these requirements. If the student plans to transfer to a four-year college or
university after they complete an associate degree, they should consider the 200-series course
options, as these generally transfer to four-year institutions.

100-Series Courses

200-Series Courses

These courses are taken to develop
AAA/AAS degree competencies for
employment – emphasizing writing,
speaking, and societal skills. Four-year
colleges may accept the 100-level General
Education courses. Some AAS degree
programs require specific 100- or 200level courses.

These courses are taken as a part of an AA
or AS degree or to match requirements for a
baccalaureate degree in a college transfer
situation. Some AAS degree programs
require specific 200-level courses to fulfill
graduation requirements. 200-level courses
also satisfy the requirement for six credits of
elective in an associate degree program.

English and Speech: 6 credits required
(Both courses must be 100-series or 200-series.)
ENG-151 Communication Skills 1 and
ENG-152 Communication Skills 2

ENG-201 English 1 and
SPEECH-201 Elements of Speech 1 or
any 200-level ENG or SPEECH course

Sociology: 3 credits required
SOCSCI-197 Contemporary American Society
Psychology: 3 credits required
PSYCH-199 Psychology of Human Relations

PSYCH-231 Introductory Psychology or any
200-level PSYCH course

Mathematics and Natural Sciences: 3 credits minimum required
One course: specific course varies by program
Equivalent 200-level courses as determined
by that division
Additional General Education: 6 credits required
Two courses: specific courses vary by program

Equivalent 200-level courses as determined
by that division

Technical Diploma Programs
The structure of a technical diploma program consists of 100-level and/or 300-level courses in the
technical, support, and General Education categories. Per WTCS guidelines, the sum of credits in the
support and General Education categories may not exceed 30% of the total program credits in
technical diplomas, and may not include elective courses. The option of selecting a 100-level or an
equivalent 200-level course may also be provided in the structure of the program.
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Technical Diploma programs are coded and classified according to length.
•

Diplomas of Less than One Year (Code 30) — consist of a minimum of two (2) credits and a
maximum of 25 credits.

•

One Year Diplomas (Code 31) — consist of a minimum of 26 credits and a maximum of 54
credits.

•

Two Year Diplomas (Code 32) — consist of a minimum of 55 credits and a maximum of 70
credits.

General Education Requirement in Diploma Programs
Technical diplomas one year or more in length, are required to include at least one General Education
course with a minimum of two credits. The remaining course credits may be in the technical or
support category, provided that the General Education and support credits total does not comprise
more than 30% of the total credits for the program.
Embedded Technical Diploma and WTCS Pathway Certificate Programs
The Embedded Technical Diploma Approval and Embedded WTCS Pathway Certificate Recognition
Process results in the creation and approval of one or more technical diplomas or recognized
certificates that in and of themselves provide an occupational skill set in demand by employers.
Embedded credentials are educational opportunities structured within existing approved Associate in
Applied Arts (AAA), Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degrees and/or Short Term, 1- or 2-year
technical diplomas for Academic Pathways. Embedded technical diplomas and embedded certificates
are configured such that the courses lead to a set of competencies that are valued by employers and
leads to employment. All credits that comprise the embedded credentials fully embed into the next
higher level credential. As such, no credits are wasted.
The table below indicates the possible embedded diploma(s) or pathway certificates from “Already
Approved Degrees”.
Embedded Diploma(s)

Already Approved Degrees
AAA/AAS

2-Year Technical
Diploma
1-Year Technical
Diploma

1
1 or more

2-Year
Technical
Diploma

1-Year
Technical
Diploma

Short Term
Technical
Diploma

None

None

None

1 or more

None

None
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Short Term
Technical
Diploma

1 or more

1 or more

1 or more

None

Embedded
Pathway
Certificate

1 or more

1 or more

1 or more

1 or more

Embedded technical diplomas and pathway certificates must use the courses within an existing State
approved degree program curriculum. There must always be a one to one (1:1) relationship between
a pathway certificate and an already approved degree program even if the courses within an
embedded technical diploma or a pathway certificate are the same courses that are approved in
more than one already approved degree. An already approved degree may have more than one
embedded technical diploma or pathway certificate.
Apprentice Programs
Apprenticeship programs are developed to assist registered indentured apprentices to acquire the
related technical knowledge and skills to augment the planned on-the-job experiences for all aspects
of their trade. Apprenticeship programs with three or more years of on-the-job training have a
minimum of 400 hours of paid related instruction. The related instruction will be offered at a
minimum of four (4) hours a week or equivalent.
Apprenticeship programs offered in two or more districts maintain an 80% common curriculum core
as identified by industry, Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards (BAS), and state and local trade
advisory committees.
Technical Courses — Minimum 90%
This refers to the content areas of trade and technical information; skill development; applied math;
drawing and drawing interpretation (for the specific occupations); as identified by the state
apprentice-able trade's advisory committee. Up to 20% of the content may be determined by the
local apprentice-able trade's advisory committee.
Support Courses — Maximum 10%
Supportive courses include the content areas of employer/employee relations, science, and
communications (report writing, speaking, listening).
Advanced Technical Certificate Programs
Advanced Technical Certificates are designed to provide instruction for persons currently employed.
The content offered in the certificate extends beyond that provided in associate degrees, diplomas,
and apprenticeship programs. Advanced Technical Certificates are approved by the WTCS for three
years. After that period, the division completes the state procedures to request continuation. The
structure of these certificates conforms to the following guidelines.
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Advanced Technical Certificate Requirements
Total Credits: 9 to 12;
Up to three credits may be drawn from existing approved courses.
At least six of the credits:
 Cover technical content beyond what is offered in an associate degree program;
 Are at the same level of rigor as associate degree courses;
 Follow the same ratio of credit to hours as associate degree courses; and
 May cover newly-emerging technology or content at greater breadth than an approved
associate degree program.
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Developing a New Program

WTCS (Wisconsin Technical College System) and MATC Procedures
A systematic process has been established by the state to ensure analysis, communications and consistency of
program development throughout the technical college system. All program plans approved by the WTCSB
(Wisconsin Technical College System Board) will have followed these procedures. This process includes data
collection, analysis, presentation, and communications among various personnel levels within the respective
district, among districts with like programs, and with state office (WTCS) personnel.
MATC procedures dovetail with the WTCS procedures to facilitate the development, review, and approval of a
program that is:
•

Aligned with the district's mission and consistent with the priorities of the college;

•

Supported by the district and/or state business/industry and labor market requirements;

•

Developed with a team effort involving important stakeholders — department and Liberal Arts & Sciences
faculty; instructional managers; administration; Institutional Assessment, Planning, and Research staff;
student services; etc.;

•

Adequately supported with budget, facility, and personnel.

Program Concept Phase
Timeline: At any time
Process
1) Review idea with colleagues;
2) Seek endorsement of department,
divisional curriculum committee,
advisory committee, and dean

Person(s) Responsible
Initiator of Idea

Result
A focused goal

Associate Dean or designee

Divisional Support

During discussions of the concept of a new program, broad issues are addressed related to MATC's mission
and vision. Before an idea goes forward, the current and long-term availability of jobs in the occupational area
is investigated, as well as the wage-level of jobs graduates could obtain on completion of the program, and the
level of resources MATC would have to invest in order to implement the program.
Initiation of a new program may come from a variety of sources including, but not limited to, the community;
the faculty or administration or the college; an advisory committee; from research conducted by the office of
Institutional Research; or from the Wisconsin Technical College System. As a new idea is shaped to become an
occupational program, review and/or approval takes place at various levels of academic governance. This
includes involvement of the department/program faculty; the Academic Pathways instructional managers and
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curriculum committee; program advisory committees; the Vice-President of Academic Affairs; the District
Board; and the staff and Board of the Wisconsin Technical College System.
Program Development Procedures

The Concept Review phase is the first formal step in the Program Approval Process. Prior to submitting the
Concept Review request form and supporting documentation to the WTCS, it is expected that a rigorous
process to determine the academic, employment and fiscal viability of the proposed program has been
completed. The Concept Review may be forwarded to the WTCS at any time; however they must be received
no later than five (5) weeks in advance of the desired State Board meeting action. The documents are
submitted to the Curriculum Department for submission to WTCS.
When MATC seeks approval to replicate a program another district of the system offers, the state requires
that information about the existing program be included in the documentation. This is information regarding
enrollment, graduation, and job placement, as well as evidence that unmet needs or an expanding workforce
substantiates the need for the program at MATC. When the program's scope and curriculum is defined,
evidence is also provided to show that the target jobs are the same and that the curriculum covers the same
content as the existing program.
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Concept Review Phase
Timeline: The entire program approval must be completed, approved and the documentation
submitted to the WTCS within three (3) WTCS Board Meetings. Note: All materials
are submitted to the Curriculum Department for processing.
Documentation: Needs Assessment Survey Instrument; mailing list of survey population;
expected response rate; follow-up letters telephone/email questionnaire;
ESMI Occupation Report; Advisory Committee minutes
Process
Person(s) Responsible Result
1) Determine the SOC (Standard
Associate Dean or
Occupation and program
Occupational Classification) and
designee
title/code identified
identify/confirm the title of the
occupational program and its’ level
2) Determine mean starting hourly salary

Associate Dean or
designee

Mean starting salary based
on local market conditions

3) Source of Single Source Request, if
applicable. Single Source Requests
must be explicitly approved in writing
by System Office before submission of
Concept Review.

Associate Dean or
designee

Specific agencies and
businesses which
guarantee enrollment and
placement used to
determine the unmet need
for these programs

4) Develop the Needs Assessment
Survey and the list of members in the
survey population in consultation with
research staff; develop cover letters

Initiatory/Associate
Dean; Institutional
Research

Survey instrument; mailing
list

5) Conduct Needs Assessment

Associate Dean or
designee

Survey response rate
acceptable to the WTCS
consultant

6) Analyze results of Needs Assessment;
labor market data and employment
trends for graduates from EMSI and
student demand for the program

Associate Dean or
designee

Validation of need for
program

7) Develop content of the Concept
Review document, including:

Associate Dean or
designee

Documentation for WTCS
submission



Program description and rationale
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Mean salary estimate documentation
Primary occupations (target jobs)
Major duties and responsibilities for
workers in identified primary
occupations
Program appropriateness
Rationale for Program Replication
External program requirements (if
appropriate)
Documentation of team involvement

8) Develop draft resolution for District
Board

Associate Dean or
designee

District Board Approval

9) Present proposal to District Board

VP, Academic Affairs;
Dean; Associate
Dean; Lead Faculty;
Curriculum Manager

District Board Approval

10) Send Concept Review documents to
WTCS

Curriculum Manager

WTCS Compliance

Note: This stage requires the WTCS State Board approval; the State Board meets every-other
month during the academic year.
Completion of the Concept Review phase entails the following activities:
•

Selecting an appropriate instructional program title using sources such as the State Board's Information
Systems Manual (ISM); U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Economic Analysis;
Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development; and Labor market analyzer Education Modeling
Specialists Inc. (EMSI);

•

Contacting districts that already have the program to obtain information;

•

Designing a Needs Assessment Survey Instrument, identifying and describing the survey population: the
sample size, number of in-district and out-of-district surveys to be mailed; the survey methodology; and
the return rate expected;

•

Drafting the survey cover letter, questionnaire and follow-up letter(s) (or telephone questionnaire) to be
used for the needs assessment survey;

•

Setting up an adhoc advisory committee and conducting meetings to discuss the program;

•

Developing a job profile using a DACUM or another valid process for occupational analysis;
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•

Developing the program description, target jobs, mean salary, etc.;

Program Approval
Approval-there are several approvals that must occur prior to implementation of a program.
1. WTCS Board Approvals
a. Concept Review-early in the program approval process the concept of the program is sent to the
WTCS Board for review and approval. This is an in depth review of the program including information
such as occupational information with analysis of the labor market, rationale for the program, and
program specifics such as title. This approval is paper-based and does not include the curriculum
details such as credits, course names and types of courses.
b. Program Approval-is the final approval conducted by WTCS. It contains general education
requirements, hours breakdown, cost, copy of the concept review packet, all supporting documents
and approvals from Advisory Committees, CLA, SCLA. This packet is sent to the WTCS by the MATC
Curriculum Department.
c. Electronic Approval – after the program is approved it is submitted electronically to the WTCS. The
Curriculum Department will review the entire program to ensure program content is properly aligned
prior to the electronic submission to ensure minimal errors.
2. MATC (internal) Approvals
a. Curriculum Department-The Curriculum Departments’ review and approval occurs twice during the
New Program approval process: once prior to the Concept proposal presentation to the District Board
and once prior to the Program Proposal to be submitted to the WTCS Board.
b. District Board
3. CLA/SCLA Approval-CLA and SCLA reviews the proposal for needs and appropriateness within the divisions.
Timeline:

The entire program approval must be completed, approved and the documentation
submitted to the WTCS within three (3) WTCS Board Meetings. Note: All materials
are submitted to the Curriculum Department for processing.
Documentation: Career Pathway graphic or narrative
Process
Person(s) Responsible Result
1) Validate the information provided in
Associate Dean or
WTCS Board Approval
the Concept Review phase and
designee
respond to issues/concerns raised by
the State Board in the Concept Review
phase
2) Describe how the new program
provides a “Career Pathway”

Associate Dean or
designee

Representation of the
“pathway” with specific
information of partnering
institutions and
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appropriate details of
associated articulation
agreements

3) Estimated FTE and headcount

Associate Dean or
designee

4) Complete the Documentation of
Costs which summarizes the costs for
salaries, facilities, equipment, etc.

Associate Dean or
designee

5) Analysis of the reasonableness of the
cost/benefit to district stakeholders

Associate Dean or
designee

6) Send Program Approval document to
WTCS

Curriculum Manager

Appropriate information
for FTEs and headcount for
the program
Documentation for WTCS
submission

Analysis of reasonableness
of program
WTCS Compliance

Note: This stage requires the WTCS State Board approval; the State Board meets every-other
month during the academic year.
Completion of the Program Approval phase entails the following activities:
•

Provide a narrative and/or graphic representation of the “pathway” with specific information of
partnering institutions and appropriate details of associated articulation agreements;

•

Determine program admission requirements; program location; program semester start;

•

Approximate implementation and annual FTEs and headcount for the program;

•

Using the job profile, creation of a curriculum that meets state guidelines and identifies the course titles,
credits, hours by instructional method, competencies, and description;

•

Meeting with Associate Dean to create the program cost documentation (Documentation of Costs).
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Program Implementation

Timeline:

Development can begin once the Program Approval phase is complete. Note: All
materials are submitted to the Curriculum Department for processing.
Documentation: Related forms
Process
Person(s) Responsible Result
1) Occupational Document
Associate Dean or
Faculty qualifications to
designee
teach (if new course(s))
2) Financial Aid Eligibility

Associate Dean or
designee

For Technical Diploma only
(must meet required hours
for fin aid)

3) Program Admission Requirements

Associate Dean or
designee

Requirements for student
admission to program
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4) Program Curriculum Hour Breakdown

Associate Dean or
designee

Curriculum layout (map)
with hours

5) Program Information for Marketing

Associate Dean or
designee

Program information for
catalog and web site

6) Course Update Form (if new courses
are to be developed for program)

Associate Dean or
designee

Creation of new courses in
COSMO

7) Course Outcome Summaries (if new
courses are to be developed for
program)

Creation of course
outcome summaries in
WIDS

Note: This stage requires the WTCS State Board approval; the State Board meets every-other
month during the academic year.
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Modifying Program Requirements
Program requirements are reviewed annually to validate that they meet student needs and the goals
of the program. This review involves faculty, the program's advisory committee, and instructional
leaders.
Role of the Program Advisory Committee
Program requirements are reviewed annually by the program's advisory committee, which
participates in the following activities:
•

Validating that the curriculum includes opportunities for the student to develop the technical
knowledge and skills, with performance at an appropriate level for job entry by:
• Reviewing the competencies and performance standards in technical courses on a threeyear cycle;
• Reviewing program goals associated with Technical Skills Attainment, and the progress
made in the implementation of the Assessment Cycle;
• Identifying clinical and internship sites for students;
• Participating in classroom demonstrations/presentations;
• Participating in the review of student portfolios;
• Participating in the selection of students for grants or scholarships;
• Review proposed short-term and long-term budget plans to acquire new equipment
and/or facilities for the program.

•

Validating that the curriculum includes opportunities to develop the non-technical knowledge,
skills, and attitudes important for success in the world of work by:
•

Reviewing the program's General Education component; and

•

Reviewing evidence that shows the integration of Career Essentials with technical content.

Modifications Requiring WTCS Approval

Procedures are established by the WTCS for the modification of state-approved degree, diploma,
embedded diploma, apprentice, pathway certificate and Advanced Technical Certificate programs in
the certain defined cases that are detailed in the Educational Services Manual related to program
modification. There are three types of changes in programs that require WTCS approval. Program
modifications requiring WTCS approval are required to be reviewed and approval by the School Curriculum
Committee and the district-wide Curriculum Learning and Assessment Committee.

Program Title/Number
When a changes are requested from the department from which the program is offered, the length of
the program (e.g., from a one-year program to a one-semester program), the title, and/or the code of
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a program, completion of the form, Program Modification Request for Title/Number Change (TCMOD1A 3.20.6), is required. The form must accompany documentation of business and industry support.
When requests are made to change the title of programs that more than one district offers, the
requesting district is required to solicit approval from the other districts and obtain agreement from
at least two-thirds of the districts that have the program.
Examples:
•
•
•

Program title change from Occupational Music to Music Occupations;
Merging the two programs Civil Engineering/Structural with Civil Engineering/Public
Works resulting in a single program titled Civil Engineering;
Changing the length of the Bricklaying and Masonry diploma from a one-year program
with the code 31-408-1, to a single semester program with the code 30-408-1.

Standard 15 Credits of General Education Courses for an Associate Degree
The courses in these General Education areas are standard throughout the WTCS, and if there is
significant justification, deviations from this group of courses must be approved by the WTCS. An
example of this is when accreditation agencies require that a curriculum include specific
competencies in General Education areas that are not part of these courses. The procedure for
obtaining approval requires the completion of the form Request for Variance from the General
Education Core (TC-GE-1A 3.30.2.3), with supporting documentation.
Examples:
• Adding an Ethics for the Professions course to the Paralegal associate degree program;
• Requiring Human Growth and Development to the Occupational Therapy Assistant program

Modifying List of Required Courses
Requests to modify more than 20% of the existing curriculum (includes general studies, technical
studies and the elective categories) must be approved by the appropriate System Office Education
Director.
Documentation that supports the change must include advisory committee minutes with action,
revised course descriptions, as well as a completed TC-CMOD-1A, TC-CMOD-1B and TC-CMOD-1C.
Additional documentation may include accreditation requirements, licensure requirements, specified
business/industry/labor-recognized standards, program evaluation recommendations, education
director recommendations, documented changes in the workplace, legislative mandates, or state or
national trends.
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*Major modifications are due September 1st and minor modifications are due November 30th.

1. Initiate/Discuss Idea for Program Change
The suggestion to modify a program can originate in a variety of ways, including:
•

Restructuring to accommodate specialization, consolidation, career laddering, or college transfer;

•

Introduction of new products, procedures, methodology, technology, and/or equipment;

•

Integration of problem solving, critical thinking skills, and General Education abilities;

•

Removal of areas of focus that are no longer standard for business/industry;
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•

MATC administrative guidelines; and

•

WTCS administrative guidelines for the structure of programs.

2. Prepare Documentation
When a program change is necessary, the following documentation is required:
•

WTCS Program Modification Request form (see Educational Services Manual );

•

Minutes from the meeting of the program's Advisory Committee at which the change was
reviewed; and

•

In cases that involve changes in course requirements, a copy of the current curriculum and a copy
of the proposed curriculum is included. These curricula follow the WTCS format, indicating for
each course: the department number, course number, title, and credits (see format in example
below). In addition, the format includes the semester that students take the course in the
curriculum and the function (technical, support, etc.) of each course.
Proposed Program
Accounting (10-101-1)
Technical Courses
Semester
(1)

(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(4)

Course
101-111
OR
AND
101-113
101-123
101-116
101-124
101-125
101-117

Credit
4
(2)
(2)
4
3
3
3

Accounting 1
101-103 Accounting 1A
101-104 Accounting 1B
Accounting 2
Income Taxes 1
Intermediate Accounting 1
Income Taxes 2
Cost Accounting
Interm

Sample WTCS Curriculum Format
3. Review Change with School Curriculum Committee
Suggestions from faculty and staff regarding a program change are discussed among departmental
faculty and the respective associate dean. When a consensus is reached the proposal is brought to
the School Curriculum Committee. If it does not receive the support of that group, a response is
developed and sent to the initiator of the suggestion. In revisions that change the General Education
component of a program, dialogue takes place between faculty in the department and faculty and/or
instructional management from the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Following the acceptance of the revision by the school committee, dialogue continues to take place
while steps are taken to implement the change.
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4. Review Change with Program Advisory Committee
Program Advisory committees hold at least two meetings during the academic year. During the Fall
semester, the committee reviews curriculum changes that are proposed for the following academic
year, to ensure enough time is provided for the subsequent reviews that take place before
implementation.
A quorum (51% of the industry representatives) of the committee membership is required to initiate
and pass a motion to approve the curriculum. This requirement originates with the WTCS procedures
and is supported by MATC. Its importance extends beyond a "vote", in that it provides an
opportunity to discuss curriculum issues and to exchange ideas between business/industry and
educators.
The minutes from the advisory committee meeting at which the curriculum change was discussed
must include a formal motion to approve the changes (initiated by a business/industry
representative), and the results of the vote.
5. Send Documentation to Curriculum
The Program Modification Request form is used to report the curriculum that newly-admitted
students will follow. The form and the required Course Update forms for all changed courses are due
on the following dates prior to the effective year:
September 1st – major program modifications affecting the next Fall semester scheduling; and,
November 30th – minor program modifications affecting the next Fall semester scheduling.
6. Review Change with Curriculum, Learning and Assessment Committee
The Curriculum, Learning and Assessment Committee reviews program modifications as part of its
role in upholding program standards and facilitating the mission of the college. It also promotes the
overall coordination as well as the interaction between, various segments of the academic
community. More specifically, the committee upholds the centrality of General Education in
programs, ensuring that proposals address the goals of the college in terms of offering students
opportunities that develop core and General Education abilities.
In preparation for the CLA Committee meeting at which the change is discussed, the instructional
school prepares a one-page written response to the following questions. This one-page response is
distributed to the CLA Committee at least one week prior to the meeting at which the proposal is
discussed:
Questions for review by Curriculum and Learning Committee
1.

Who initiated the idea and why was this change needed?

2.

How will students be affected?

3.

How was student input gathered regarding this proposal? Summarize the results.
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4.

How will retention be improved as a result of the change?

5.

How will diversification of enrollment be improved with this change?

6.

How will faculty be affected (load, hires, etc.)?

7.

Will it result in the need for additional resources — financial, facilities, faculty, staff, etc.?

8.

Has provision been made in the departmental/divisional budget to accommodate this change?

9.

If courses are added/changed, has the revision of the competencies and performance standards
been assigned? When will the revisions be completed?

10. What courses in this program may be taken by students who have not yet been admitted to a
program?
11. (For new/revised programs) How could a student take this program on a part-time basis?
12. Describe the specific concerns raised, and the benefits cited during discussion with the groups
that reviewed the proposal: Department, School Curriculum Committee, Program Advisory
Committee.
Student Services counselor(s), the instructional chair, and the associate dean for the program discuss
the proposal at the CLA Committee meeting.
7. Send Proposal to WTCS
The office of Curriculum Development in the Academic Affairs division is responsible for compliance
with WTCS regulations and procedures related to programs and courses. In this role, the office
reviews the documentation from schools to ensure compliance, and follows through with packaging
and mailing of correspondence/completed forms. The office also submits records electronically as
required and is responsible for monitoring the approval status of courses and programs.
8. Implement Program and Course Change(s)
At the time a student is conditionally or fully-admitted to a program of study, the academic program
in effect for that year becomes the requirements that they are expected to complete in order to
graduate. At MATC, with the implementation of COSMO, a system is in place that provides the
student his/her Academic EVALuation (an evaluation of their academic history against the
requirements of the program).
After making major changes to the courses required in an academic program, care must be taken to
schedule the appropriate version of courses so that current students can complete requirements and
new students can register for the new curriculum. In a two-year program, the following diagram
illustrates the scheduling pattern for a program change effective in the academic year 2018-19.
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Schedule
Calendar Year
First Semester of 2018-2019
Second Semester of 2018-2019

Academic Year
FA2019
SP2019

Example-Revision of Course 101 to Course 102
Program Requirements for students
admitted prior to FA2019
First Semester
Course 101 FA2019 schedule
Follows course schedule in place for
the year the student enrolled.
Course 101 will be sunset after
students enrolled prior to the change
have completed or within 3 years.

Program Requirements for students
admitted after FA2019
First Semester
Course 102 FA2019 schedule
Follows change made to course plus any
other changes implemented along with
rest of existing program
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Course Elements and Definitions
Developing Courses — Content
In the context of developing course content, curriculum development can be referred to as the design of
teaching/learning experiences for a course, workshop, or seminar.
Providing form and definition to teaching and learning experiences includes:
•

Course Components = a Course Outcome Summary with skills and competencies — each with associated
learning objectives, performance standards (criteria and conditions), linked career essential(s);

•

Lesson Components = a Learning Plan with its associated competency components, learning activities,
instructional materials, assessment activities; and

•

Classroom/Delivery Components = Syllabi and Lesson Plans with associated learning plan components,
teacher activities, instructional resources, teaching methods.

Instructors are encouraged to apply various teaching and delivery methods to accommodate student learning
styles and needs, to facilitate the delivery of instruction, and to provide a variety of opportunities for student
mastery of course competencies.
The Step-By-Step Curriculum Planning manual, collaboratively developed by Wisconsin Technical College
districts, describes the principles of instructional design and how to apply them in developing course
components. Content development is further facilitated by the use of the Wisconsin Instructional Design
System Software package, which is jointly-owned and distributed from the technical college system through
the Wisconsin Foundation.
Curriculum development can be funded by the district — e.g., through summer recess projects, Faculty Quality
Assurance System (FQAS), or state/federal projects — all follow the format and guidelines of the Worldwide
Instructional Design System's (WIDS) model. Course development follows the New Course Development
process.
The Course Outcome Summary (COS)
A Course Outcome Summary is the official document reporting the content of a program-level, college
transfer, adult high school, or basic skills level course. The following elements relate to expectations of student
performance and are required on each Course Outcome Summary: at least one MATC college-wide career
essentials and its performance indicators; competencies; and performance standards (criteria and conditions).
Each course is expected to include at least one of the MATC college-wide career essential. All COS are
required to be entered into the WIDS. For detailed directions of this process, go to the internal WIDS site on
the portal. Should you need additional help, contact the Curriculum Department.
MATC Career Essentials
Milwaukee Area Technical College believes that a common core of abilities — skills, knowledge,
understanding, and reasoning — is indispensable for every person as a productive worker and citizen. These
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essential skills are infused throughout every MATC program course. MATC's Career Essentials are based upon
the college Mission Statement.
Career Essentials go beyond the specific skills and knowledge embodied in the technical courses of the
program. They are universal in the sense that they encompass the attitudes, skills, and knowledge needed to
successfully obtain and maintain employment regardless of the occupation. Some common learning outcomes
focus on attitudes and habits important in the workplace; others focus on skills that are fundamental to
functioning in society and in the world today. Within the context of teaching and learning, it is the intent that
the instruction in Career Essentials be integrated within the technical content of a course. Consistent with the
instructional design model MATC follows, Career Essentials are listed within the Course Outcome Summary for
the course and faculty are encouraged to include it on other instructional materials. MATC’s Career Essentials
(with their associated performance indicators) are:


EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
o Effective Communication in writing
o States communication purpose
o Selects vocabulary appropriate to audience
o Uses discipline appropriate terminology to convey intended meaning
o Uses correct spelling, punctuation, grammar, and style
o Organizes information to convey intended meaning
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Effective Communication through speaking and listening
States communication purpose
Uses discipline appropriate terminology to convey intended meaning
Organizes information to convey intended meaning
Speaks clearly with appropriate volume and cadence
Uses appropriate nonverbal cues
Demonstrates characteristics of active listening



MATHEMATICAL COMPETENCY
o Converts word problems into mathematical statements
o Completes accurate calculations
o Interprets meaning from quantitative data
o Draws conclusions from the analysis of quantitative data
o Communicates meaning of mathematical evidence



EFFECTIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
o Identifies the problem and relevant factors
o Evaluates various problem solving strategies
o Selects the best strategy
o Evaluates potential solutions. Selects the best solution
o Evaluates the results
o Adjusts problem solving strategy to improve effectiveness
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TECHNOLOGY COMPETENCY
o Selects the appropriate technology for the required application
o Utilizes technology to accomplish the assigned task
o Utilizes technology safely
o Demonstrates care & maintenance of technology



PROFESSIONALISM
o Maintains confidentiality with communication
o Works cooperatively and respectfully with others
o Exhibits personal integrity in ways that are consistent with ethical and legal workplace standards
o Models professional image
o Demonstrates reliability and responsibility in daily activities



GLOBAL AWARENESS
o Describes cultural commonalities and differences
o Works productively with people of different cultures
o Recognizes the impact of personal decisions
o Defines global challenges

Course Structure
Curriculum can also be described in terms of the structure of a course, the descriptive data that summarizes
the content and format of the course. These structural components are used in a variety of ways: in
publications; in accreditation; in obtaining internal approval; and in meeting compliance guidelines established
by the Wisconsin Technical College System Board.
The structural components of a course include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

department number
subject
prerequisite(s)
course number
title
hours by instructional method
number of credits
course description
textbook(s)
supplies

The process of developing a new course or changing an existing course depends upon the level of the course,
and whether or not the course is required in a program. MATC maintains a procedure for new course
development. The complete procedure can be found here: New Course Development Procedure for 100, 200,
300, 700, and 900 Level Courses
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Course Level Definitions
Currently there are nearly 4,000 active courses within the following categories; each course is associated with
an aid code that determines the level of funding provided to the district by the state.
Program Level Courses
(100-, 300-, and 500-series numbers)
These courses serve as required courses or electives in one of the programs (degree, diploma, or apprentice
program), or is designed to serve one of the following purposes:
1. The courses are borrowed from another district because of a short-term need for a body of content not
currently in any approved course, but requested by business or industry;
2. The course is a part of an Advanced Technical Certificate;
3. The courses are designed to meet the continuing education needs of business, industry and labor;
4. Transitional courses that are needed together with the vocational course content to equate to a
comparable associate degree course.
5. Courses that need to be retained because some program students still need to take the course to meet
prior program requirements; or
6. Courses which have been developed and offered in a year prior to being required in one or more curricula
in the next academic year.
100-Series Courses (aid code 10)
Applies to those courses that are designed as part of an occupational associate degree or at the rigor of
courses within associate degree programs (aid code 10);
300-Series Courses (aid codes 30, 31, 32)
Applies to those courses that are part of a state approved technical diploma program (aid code 30 for
diplomas less than a year; 31 for one-year diploma courses; and 32 for two-year diploma courses);
500-Series Courses
Applies to apprentice courses that are part of an approved apprentice program (aid
code 50);
200-Series-College Transfer Courses (aid code 20)
There are five technical colleges in the state that are authorized to offer college transfer courses —
Chippewa Valley, Madison Area Technical College, Nicolet Area Technical College, Milwaukee Area
Technical College and Western Technical College. These courses are developed for students who
intend to transfer to a four-year university. Generally, transfer institutions accept these courses
without question, as meeting the requirements of one or more categories of courses in their curricula.
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Students in Associate in Applied Arts/Science degree programs may substitute specific 100-series
General Education courses for their associated college transfer course. They may also take these
courses as electives. Students in the Associate in Arts and Associate in Science degree programs are
required to take college transfer courses for all but 16 credits in their program.
700-Series Courses
These are courses that cover adult basic education (aid codes 73, 74); teaching English as a Second Language
(aid code 75); or content which will enable the student to achieve a high school diploma (aid code 76), pass
the GED (aid code 76), or prepare to enter postsecondary occupation programs (aid code 77).
Adult High School Courses (700-series numbers, aid code 76)
These courses provide instruction at the high school level, and are assigned the equivalent in Carnegie credit
to meet the requirements of a high school diploma. In addition to the distinction by numbers — 700-series —
the courses in the General Education subjects include "HS" to the subject abbreviation e.g., MATHHS (High
School Math), COMMHS (High School Communication Skills), SCIHS (High School Science). High school courses
are also available in occupational areas e.g., OFTECH (Office Technology), AUTO1 (Automotive Servicing), etc.
High School Level Courses for High School Graduates (700-series numbers, aid code 77)
Courses with subject abbreviations ending in "PH" are designed for high school graduates to meet
requirements for entry into, and as supplementary to, completion of occupational education programs. "B3"
courses approximate the level of high school caliber instruction.
Basic Skills Level Courses (700-series numbers, aid codes 73 and 74)
These courses are designed to meet the instructional needs of adults lacking fundamental literacy skills; the
courses are in General Education with subject abbreviations ending in B1 and B2 (e.g., MATHB1, COMMB2,
etc.).
Continuing Education Courses (400-Series Courses, aid codes 42 and 47)
These courses contribute to basic education, citizenship and community safety for the general public (aid code
42), or have a definite vocational/technical objective of training for future employment or upgrading
individuals in their present occupations (aid code 47). Continuing Education Credit is granted for completion of
these courses. They are not part of, nor are they transferable to, a degree or technical diploma. With the
exception of those courses that are included in certificate programs, 400-series course descriptions are not
published in the college catalog. At the completion of a CEC course, students are issued a completion card or
certificate.
600-Series Courses (aid code 60)
These educational offerings include leisure-time, self-enrichment activities including arts, crafts, games,
hobbies, sports, recreation, and foreign language conversation. The college does not receive state financial
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support for these courses, as such MATC's Board of Directors sets the fees to recover the college’s expenses in
offering these courses.
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Courses-Initiating and Changing
The initiation and maintenance of a course's descriptive data and content is the responsibility of the
academic division for the course's specific instructional area. All offerings of a course (course sections
scheduled) conform to the course's descriptive data which are stored on the MATC mainframe (COSMO),
textbook, and prerequisite databases. All offerings of the courses conform to the course's official content as
defined in the Course Outcome Summary stored on the district's network. The chart below outlines the
steps involved in initiating/changing courses.

Determining Credits and Hours of Instruction
The following standards are taken from Section 6 in the ESM (the WTCS' Educational Services Manual) titled
Course Standards.
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Note: The numbers of periods in the table below have been modified from WTCS 50-minute periods/18 weeks,
to 55 minute periods/16 weeks

Degree and Technical Diploma Credit Standards

Total Periods
per Semester

Technical
Diploma
Total Periods
per Semester

(A) Lecture – Classroom Presentations
(Lecture/Demonstration/Discussion)
 Specifically planned learning experiences based
on identified objectives
 Direct instructor – student contact (continuous)

16

32

(B) Lab or Shop – On-Campus Laboratory
(Demonstration with practice/or skill development,
in an on or off-campus scheduled space)
 Specifically planned learning experiences based
on identified objectives
 Direct instructor involvement with ongoing
supervision

32

32

(C) Clinical, Extended Laboratory
(Mediated presentation and demonstration, limited
discussion activities, practice and/or skill
development on an individual/independent basis)
 Specifically planned learning experiences based
on identified objective
 Periodic evaluation check points and/or
supervision by instructional staff

48

48

(D) Occupational Experience
(Simulated or Actual, on or off-campus, coordinated
by the instructor)
 Programs of activities with planned learning
experiences identified jointly by instructor,
student and if appropriate, employer
 Periodic supervision and evaluation of
performance by instructional staff

64

64

(E) On-the-job Experience
(Programs of work with non-specified learning
experiences, off-campus)
 Practice and skill development (with or without
student remuneration)
 Instructor coordinated experience

192

192

Degree
Instructional Method - Definitions
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Supervision of work performance by the
employer and minimal supervision by
instructional staff

Apprenticeship Credit Calculation
The WTCS calculation of credit for apprentice courses is based upon the standard of 36 periods per credit,
rounding the result to the nearest 0.25 credit. Translation to MATC's 32, 55-minute periods results in the
following equivalents:
Apprenticeship Credit Calculation
Total Periods

Credits

1-8
9-16
17-25
26-32

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

Continuing Education Courses (400- and 600-series) Credit Calculation
Calculation of credit for continuing education courses is based upon the standard of 40 (50-minute) periods
per credit, rounding the result to the nearest 0.05 credit. Given the number of 50-minute periods, the number
of credits is calculated using the following formula:
Credits = Number of periods × 55 /50 /40 (round the result to nearest 0.05)

Determining the Appropriate Date for Implementation
If the course's descriptive data changes (its title, credit, and/or hours), the old version on COSMO is assigned
an end-date and a new version is created with an effective date corresponding to the date that coursesections would begin in the new format. Only one course version is "active" at any given point in time.
Because of the interconnectedness of courses and programs on the college's COSMO system, it is very
important that those individuals who are responsible for scheduling course sections are familiar with
curriculum changes, particularly which semester course changes are to be implemented. Satisfying program
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requirements means that courses are offered in the particular semester matching what students need in their
program of study.
Effective Dates and Class Scheduling
The effective date of a course is based upon the beginning date in an academic year, for example:
If a new or changed course will be
offered for the first time:

It will first appear in the With sections having
printed schedule:
beginning dates:

Summer of academic year 2018

SU2018 schedule

June 2017

Fall of academic year 2018

FA2018 schedule

August 2017

Spring of academic year 2018

SP2018 schedule

January 2018

The following detail screen from the district's computer system (COSMO) for an Accounting course illustrates
how changes in title appear as separate course versions; their effective dates appear in the right column:

Equating New Course Versions for Program Requirements
Courses and programs on the college's COSMO system are interconnected. It is very important that when
changes occur to the course title, a review is conducted to determine if continuing students can satisfy
program requirements by taking either course version. If they can, this is indicated on the Course Update
form so that an "equate" can be established. When the new version of the course is entered on COSMO,
establishing the equate will provide both new and continuing students with the option to meet the
requirement by completing either course version.
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When an equate is not established between two courses, students must complete the version of the course
that is required to complete the program in the particular catalog year that they are following.
Course Approval
New courses and changes to existing courses originate within the department and school responsible for the
course. Courses that originate or are offered by the Economic & Workforce Development to business and
industry, also fall within the jurisdiction of the academic division. Requests to change data or initiate a new
course are always made using the official online Course Update form, and must be submitted with either the
signature of the dean, associate dean, or instructional chair of the department.
Once the course has been entered on the district's computer network (COSMO), the data is submitted to the
WTCS for approval through the office of Curriculum Development. WTCS approval is required prior to or
during the academic year that students enroll in the course. Failure to obtain approval results in the
withholding of state funding.
Completing the Course Update Form





Complete the online form
Obtain signatures of approval from the instructor/initiator, and by the instructional chair or associate dean
responsible for the department;
Submit the form(s) to the office of Curriculum Development for processing; and
Assign an instructor the task of developing or modifying the course according to the New Course
Development Process using the New Course Development Assignment form

Sample-Course Update form
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NOTE: If an academic program is affected by a course change, the Program Requirements Update form for the
affected program is submitted with the Course Update. Refer to the section on Modifying Program
Requirements.
Updating Textbook Information
Textbook adoption deadlines can be found on the Curriculum Process website. For details on this process,
refer to the MATC Bookstore processes and Administrative Regulation and Procedure EE0102.
For complete directions of the Book Adoption Process, see the Online Textbook Adoption Guide.
Developing Distance Learning Programs/Courses
MATC has made a commitment to providing alternative instructional delivery as a means of meeting the needs
of students and to enhance the teaching and learning process. Courses offered at a distance and/or through
alternative delivery are to meet the same rigor and standards as conventional courses. MATC provides a
specific process to convert traditional courses to online courses. The Online Conversion Process and forms can
be found on the Curriculum website, however the general process is as follows.
A need or interest must be established for a program or course to be offered using distance learning. This
interest can come from faculty, associate dean, dean or advisory committee. Curricula for these offerings must
meet the standards of the instructional programs and courses. The initial concept should be reviewed in the
academic department and then forwarded to the associate dean and dean for approval and identification of
resources to begin development. The proposal should be presented to the school curriculum committee and
the Curriculum Department for review. If the concept represents new curricula, the proposal should then be
forwarded to the district wide curriculum committee as well as the Curriculum Department so that resources
can be provided. At the next step, faculty are assigned to the project and are required to demonstrate
skill/competence related to the delivery of instruction using the distance learning method. Specific
professional development requirements to convert an online course are:

The design team, consisting of individuals such as the faculty charged with development, the associate dean,
curriculum leadership and instructional support faculty (Quality Matters certified reviewers), should establish
the course development and implementation timeframe. Course development plans for summer and fall
semesters should be completed by the preceding January and plans for spring semesters should be completed
by the end of the preceding August.
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Issues of appropriate delivery can be addressed by the Online Quality Council. Proposed curricula must be
developed using the guidelines of the Process for Converting Existing Courses to an Online Format along with
the standards of Quality Matters.
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Course Outcome Summary Guidelines
Course Outcome Summary (COS): The COS is the official course information document information. This
document contains the WTCS title, course number (if assigned), credits, potential hours of instruction,
configuration, course description, prerequisites, text/resources (if identified), course goals, developer,
development date, revised by, revised by date, competencies, linked Career Essential(s), performance
standards, and learning objectives. After the initial COS approval, COS’s are to be comprehensively
reviewed for currency and program alignment on a 3-year cycle. This review includes competencies,
performance standards and Career Essentials.
Competency: Knowledge, ability, or expertise in a specific subject area or skill set. Competencies are broad
skill tasks that the faculty deems necessary for the student to achieve in order to pass the course.
•
•
•
•

•

MATC recommends that each course contain between two to ten competencies per credit. Courses
may have more or less than this number if the course demands warrant it.
Competencies should begin with a verb.
Each competency shall have only one verb, hence only one action, although functions of the same
verb may be used if they are relatable.
The verb should be tangible (seen/observed) so that it may be assessed. Verbs such as understands,
knows, determines, acquaints, demonstrates knowledge of, develops knowledge, applies knowledge
are intangible verbs and should not be used without visible consequences.
The language used in the COS file should be at an appropriate level for the student.

Performance Standards: Performance standards define the skill described in the competency and clarify
required levels of performance. They are observable and measurable criteria and conditions for performance
assessment. They provide structure in which to answer the question: "Did the learner achieve the
competency?"
Assessment Strategies: define the setting of where the competencies will be performed, or how specifically
with what material.
•

Each competency must have at least one assessment strategy
o Competence will be demonstrated: e.g., through written examination, with the use of the MS
Excel application, through oral presentation, in a project, by participating in the classroom or
discussion board.

•

Criteria: helps measure the threshold performance for the criteria. Each competency must have at
least two criteria. Two types that can be used:
o Process Criteria - evaluates what process the learner follows (this type is usually used)
 They follow the same rules as the competencies (e.g., they begin with a verb, must be
tangible, and use only one verb per criteria).
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Each competency should have at least two criteria
Performance will be satisfactory when: e.g., learner produces a 5 screen PowerPoint
presentation using at least 3 different template styles, learner creates a custom themed
document to support chosen content, learner imports provided media types into
templates
o Product Criteria - evaluates quality standards of the finished product.
 They follow the same rules as the competencies, (e.g., they must be tangible, and use
only one verb per criteria but the focus may be more on the nouns and outcomes).
 Each competency should have at least two criteria
 Your performance will be successful when: e.g., project contains fonts appropriate to
content and position in information hierarchy, you communicate effectively using text
and graphics in a project assignment, you conduct testing on a lab partner's project.
Learning Objectives: Learning objectives are in essence more detailed parts of the competency. They describe
the knowledge and skills that a student is expected to demonstrate upon completion of the course. Ideally,
each of these objectives relates, in some discernable way, to the competencies for the overall program of
study. Learning objectives are often provided by textbook publishers as part of their curriculum package.
•
•

They follow the same rules as the competencies (e.g., they begin with a verb, must be tangible, and
use only one verb per learning objective).
Sub amount levels of examples are not used because only a threshold performance is shown in the
Course Outcome summary in comparison to the Rubrics.

Example of relationship between competencies and learning objectives
•
•

Competency: Use statistical software to analyze health-related data.
Learning objective: Perform a regression analysis using SAS

Career Essentials: Career Essentials are skills, knowledge and attitudes that augment the content-area
outcomes.
• MATC has seven Career Essentials. At least one Career Essential must be used for each program
course, and all seven of MATC’s Career Essentials must be aligned in the context of an entire program.
• Not every competency must have a linked career essential, but every career essential listed must be
linked to at least one competency.
Step-by-Step Guide to Curriculum Development (Above-the-Line).
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WIDS Training and Support

Training Materials
Training materials for the WIDS software are located within the Milwaukee Area Technical College portal as
well as the Help areas of the WIDS software. The Milwaukee Area Technical College Help area contains
documents that are specific to MATC. This area is updated as questions about the software are asked.

WIDS Support
Support for the WIDS software is primarily the responsibility of the Curriculum Department. The Curriculum
Department WIDS Support Team is listed below:
•
•

Lucila Rodriguez .......... rodril1@matc.edu ............... (414) 297-8864 (ext. 78864)
LeeAnn Mikula ............. mikulal@matc.edu ............... (414) 297-6681 (ext. 76681)

At the discretion of the Dean, a school may have their own WIDS support person trained and assigned.

Training Opportunities
Training opportunities are listed on the WIDS tab of the MATC Portal. During times when no sessions are
scheduled (ex. Summer), training can be done on an individual basis. Please contact a member of the
Curriculum Department WIDS Support Team listed above for more information.
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Advisory Committees-Structure
Description
MATC’s occupational programs are advised by external committees made-up of incumbent workers,
program graduates and supervisors of employees in the occupation. With MATC faculty and staff
serving as resources, the committees are linked to the curriculum development process by providing
insight and direction based on professional experiences.
Program advisory committees assist in maintaining programs that are technologically current and
responsive to workforce needs. The committees are critical in occupational program development,
modification, and discontinuance.
The Curriculum Department manages the collection and reporting of committee membership.
Organization
There are approximately 97 different occupational and special advisory committees, and each of
these committees meet an average of twice each year. Members play an active role in
recommending changes to curriculum, and in updating equipment and techniques used in
occupational programs.
Committee membership should involve at least 7 active members, maximum of 14, with a mixed
representation of management, labor, a consultant, an MATC graduate, minority and non-minority
representatives, and males and females. In addition, a student should also be present at each
meeting held. Members volunteer their time to serve on a committee for a term of one to three
years, and they may continuously renew their membership for another three-year term.
Meetings
Committee meetings are open to the general public, and MATC faculty, staff and students are
encouraged to attend. If you would like to attend a meeting, review the agendas posted on the
official MATC bulletin boards or on the MATC intranet site (see below). You are encouraged to
contact the occupational school's dean's office and inform them of your intent to attend one of their
meetings. They can then prepare the meeting room and handouts for the number of persons who
will be present.
Meetings may last from one to three hours and may be held either at a member's place of
employment or at an MATC campus (Milwaukee, North, South, and West).
To conduct official business at an Advisory Committee meeting, there should be a minimum of two
members present. If 50% of the members are not present they should be informed of the events of
the meetings via email, or traditional mail for their approval on motions, or for any
recommendations on their part. Meeting notices are posted a minimum of 48 hours prior to each
meeting; if a change occurs and a meeting must be re-scheduled a new agenda will be submitted
and re-posted a minimum of 48 hours prior to that meeting.
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Agendas

Instructional schools are to send electronic files of advisory committee meeting agendas to
Curriculum Management. The agenda should include meeting dates, times, and locations to be
recorded in the official district database and the quarterly Provost’s report. All
Agendas/Meeting Notices must be received by those on the distribution list three weeks prior to the
meeting. Send a copy of each agenda to all persons identified on the list provided by Curriculum
Management, and to all advisory committee members, and to guests who may attend the meeting.
Posting Agendas
Campus Locations:
Milwaukee-Main — Administrative bulletin board across the hall from the president's office
North-Mequon — Bulletin board across from the bookstore
South-Oak Creek — Main lobby display case
West-West Allis — Display case outside Room 110
Online – Internal website
Minutes
Meeting minutes should be prepared and posted as soon as possible after each meeting is held – at
most, within 30 days. Copies of the agenda and minutes templates are available in the Curriculum
site, for your use. Send copies of all materials produced to the persons identified on the list provided
by Curriculum Management, and to all advisory committee members (present and absent), and to all
guests who attended the meeting. MATC personnel may go to MATC’s Curriculum site for this same
information.
Format to follow for Members Present/Minutes:


List the name and the employer of each member present and/or not present; the names must
match those on the membership list submitted to Curriculum Management as official.



List the name and the employer of each alternate who attended in place of an excused member;
also include the name of the member they subbed for.



List the name and the company represented of each guest present.
•



List MATC Representatives and their position titles.
•



Note: Guests who are, or are not representing absent members do not have voting privileges.
Do not include them in the Members Present section.
Note: MATC Representatives are not members and do not have voting privileges

List students present and identify them as such.
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•


Note: students are not members and do not have voting privileges.

Record the meeting minutes by topical headings, including those identified in the agenda.

Adding Members and Updating Membership Lists
The most important part of adding new members is to make sure they feel included in the vision of
MATC and that you make them feel welcome to the school and the committee. Associate Deans or
other leads in the program committee should take time to talk to them about their participation and
expectations of them as a committee member, provide a tour of the school, and discuss the needs of
the program. Other groups that have specific connections to advisory committee members such as
counselors, advisors, instructional chairs, and administrative staff. For additional guidelines to
support industry committee members, go to the Advisory Committee Role-Based Training section of
this manual.
Adding Members
To add a new member, select this link to complete the online new member form. Upon completing
this form, the school Dean and/or Associate Dean should send the Welcome Letter to the new
member.
Updating Membership Information
Print the roster on the day of the meeting and pass it around the table to the members allowing
them to make their changes. Changes should be legible and then emailed to the Curriculum
Department at curriculum@matc.edu. Additional changes can be emailed within the body of the
email if support staff are contacted by one of the members directly, any time of the year.
Reports
Based on the information received from each instructional school's advisory committee, quarterly
reports are compiled for the MATC Provost’s Office. Information to be reported includes: meeting
frequency, membership data, vacancy reports, changes in membership and new committee
information. This information is sent to the school deans within one week after the end of the
quarter. Quarters are determined as follows:


1st quarter – July – September



2nd quarter – October – December



3rd quarter – January – March



4th quarter – April – June

The Curriculum Department also provides yearly comparison analysis reports to the Provost Office.
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Advisory Committees - Associate Dean Expectations
COMMUNICATION
Associate Deans are the formal communication resource to the Advisory Committee members. It is
expected the AD’s will communicate the following either by way of email or by voice:
• Welcome information to new members including new member expectations and program
commitment
• Events occurring at the College or student accomplishments
• Committee member recognition (certificates and awards)
AD’s are to ensure that all agendas/meeting notices are received by those on the distribution list
three weeks prior to scheduled meetings.
MEMBERSHIP
It is the expectation that Associate Deans (as supported by their Dean), will actively ensure the
proper membership of the Advisory Committees.
• Advisory Committee memberships are to consist of 7 to 14 members
• Committees should maintain a diverse population to include, minorities, females and graduates
of MATC
• AD’s are expected to review membership and meeting attendance to determine if members are
actively engaged in the business of advisory committees
AGENDAS/MINUTES
AD’s are expected to ensure meetings are scheduled as required (1-2 per semester)
• It is expected that AD’s will ensure that agendas are being posted 3 weeks prior to scheduled
meetings
• Minutes are to be completed as soon as possible but no later than one month after the meeting
MEETINGS
AD’s are expected to be in attendance and fully engaged at the official Advisory Committee meetings
• AD’s are to introduce the highlights of the program during the required review of COS (3-4 per
meeting)
• AD’s are to fully explain new programs, and modifications to programs and courses (the
discussion outcome is required for many curricular processes by the WTCS Board and Ed
Directors)
FACULTY CONNECTION
• AD’s are expected to share the responsibility with the Instructional Chair to review faculty
currency and that faculty stay current within their respective areas of knowledge by monitoring:
o Certification requirements
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o Credential requirements
o Other occupational currency option such as OACP
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Advisory Committees – Counselors/Advisors Expectations
COMMUNICATION
Counselors/Advisors are the voice of the student to the Advisory Committee members. It is
expected that Counselors and/or Advisors communicate the following either by way of
email or by voice:
• Issues students may have/have had with curriculum modifications.
• Answer any questions the advisory members may have.
• Relay to the students any issues and expectations that the committee
members/employers have seen or experienced with the students.
• Counseling events occurring at the College.
ENROLLMENT REPORT
It is the expectation of the counselors/advisors to report the breakdown of program
enrollment students, obtained by registration, (talk with Leslie Moritz about which
Admissions personnel are assigned to contact for these Admissions reports). The break
down includes topics such as:
• Students admitted with deficiencies.
• Students admitted Male/Female.
• Students admitted that have canceled classes.
• Students that didn’t make admissions due to:
o Low placement scores
o Did not follow up
MINUTES
Counselors are to ensure they send electronic copies of reports presented to the Associate
Dean so that they are available to the members at the meeting, and are included in the
minutes.
Counselors/Advisors are to review the minutes sent to them and respond as soon as
possible with any inconsistencies as related to their part involved.
MEETINGS
Counselors/Advisors are to ensure that they attend all Advisory Committee meetings
assigned to their program. They should report any conflict of meeting time immediately to
the Associate Dean.
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Advisory Committees-IC’s/Coordinator/Support Staff Expectations
COMMUNICATION
IC’s/Coordinator’s/Admin are the informal communication resource to the Advisory
Committee members. It is expected they will communicate the following either by way of
email or by voice:
•
•

Take the lead role presenting program-related updates and information, with the AD
supporting them.
Events occurring at the College or student accomplishments.

MEMBERSHIP
It is the expectation that IC’s/Coordinators will actively search for new members in the field
(as supported by the Associate Dean.)
• Committees should maintain a diverse population to include, minorities, females, and
graduates of MATC.
• After new members attend their first meeting, the Administrative Assistant will email or
provide the member with a link to the new membership online form. They may also fill
out the form for the member.
• The Administrative Assistant will email or interoffice mail the Curriculum department
any changes to the committees current roster after the members make any changes.
AGENDAS/MINUTES
• The IC/Coordinator will meet with the AD to discuss Agenda topics including “who" will
lead a topic (i.e. which faculty presents a COS, who reports on a state-called meeting,
who will discuss new curriculum proposals, etc.)
• The Administrative Assistant is responsible for typing up all the information on the
Agenda Template and emailing the Agenda to the committee members, Curriculum
Office, and each Campus Representative for posting.
• The IC/Coordinator will review the minutes as soon as they are typed up by the
administrative assistant.
• The Administrative Assistant will post the minutes in the Committees Google documents
area to all involved. They will also email the minutes to all involved for review in case
they choose not to join the Google group.
• The Administrative Assistant will email the Curriculum department the approved
minutes inside the template within one month after the meeting took place.
MEETINGS
IC’s/Coordinators/Minutes takers are expected to be in attendance and fully engaged at the
official Advisory Committee meetings
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Topics of an administrative nature are usually presented by the AD. Topics of an academic
nature are usually left to the IC and faculty -- with AD interjecting -- especially when discussing
procedural matters (getting State approval for curriculum changes or new program approval)
are involved.
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